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Objectives

 1. Understand the benefits of Single Unit

Transfusion
 2. To know how to implement a Single Unit

Transfusion Policy in your hospital

Transfusion triggers anno 2021

 Numerous studies have

demonstrated the safety of
a restrictive transfusion
policy (taking into account
individual patient
characteristics)..

Current recommendation

Transfusion Trigger anno 2021



7 g/dL stable patients without
significant cardiac disease



8 g/dL in patients with acute coronary
disease/insufficient cardiac
compensatory mechanisms (+
patients with acute neurologic
disease?)

In any patient: weighing the potential
adverse events of transfusion against
the risk of anemia!

 Abandonning the ’10/30’ rule and using restrictive

triggers instead has led to an important decline in
RBC transfusion!
 But the clinical practise of ordering and transfusing 2

RBC units at a time in stable, anemic patients still
leads to many unnecessairy transfusions..




Exposing patients to the dose dependent risk of transfusion
Significant cost
Consumption of scarce blood

ETPOS trial 2016 - ESA study



ETPOS : European Transfusion Practise and Outcome Study

evaluation of transfusion care in the elective surgical patient

Although ESA transfusion
guidelines are moderately
implemented in Europe with respect
to treshold of transfusion, there is
still an urgent need for further
educational efforts that focus on the
number of pRBC units to be
transfused at this threshold’.



Conclusion: ‘



Jens Meier et al

Single Unit Transfusion = strategy
to administer only 1 RBC unit in stable
anemic patients and reassess the need
for a second unit (both Hb and clinical
signs of anemia ) ..
Single Unit Transfusion does not necessarily
need to be single unit order! (although a
single unit default order often is used to
stimulate a Single Unit Transfusion
Strategy….)

Single Unit Transfusion Strategy : potential concerns

 1.

Is it safe to potentially delay transfusion by
using a single unit strategy resulting in lack of
oxygen to vital organs?

 2.
 3.

Increased risk of errors ?

Does a single unit strategy really lead to a
decreased RBC use?

Single Unit Transfusion : what is the evidence?

 The first literature on Single Unit Transfusion strategies

was published in 1972!
 Most evidence is extrapolated from literature on

restrictive transfusion triggers..

Single Unit Transfusion : what is the evidence?

Yang et al : Single-unit transfusions and hemoglobin trigger: relative impact on red
cell utilization: Transfusion (Philadelphia, Pa.), 2017-05, Vol.57 (5), p.1163-1170



Data analysis of results PBM efforts of 3 John Hopkins affiliated hospitals evaluating the
effect of both using restrictive triggers and using a single unit transfusion strategie in
stable, non bleeding patients on reduction of transfusion.



Results: A campaign promoting single-unit RBC transfusions had a greater
impact on RBC utilization than did encouraging a restrictive transfusion
trigger (overal reduction after both interventions 27,3%)

Single versus double unit transfusion: Safety and efficacy for patients with hematologic
malignicies
Bowman et al. European journal of haematology, 2019-05, Vol.102 (5), p.383-388



Retrospective chart review:
 compared malignant hematology patients before and after implementing single‐unit
RBC transfusion policy
 Studied the effects switching from predominantly double‐unit to single‐unit RBC
transfusions had on utilization and clinical outcomes for malignant hematology patients.



Results: After implementing single‐unit policy, a 29% reduction in RBC utilization was
observed. No significant differences in length of stay or 30‐day mortality were
observed.

Systematic reviews of guidelines and studies for single versus multiple unit transfusion strategies: SINGLE VERSUS
MULTIPLE RBCs
Shih, Andrew W et al. Transfusion (Philadelphia, Pa.), 2018-12, Vol.58 (12), p.2841-2860



The first review identified 145 articles for analysis, with 51 transfusion guidelines. Only 14
guidelines (27%) made a recommendation, with most (93%) recommending single-unit
transfusions. The second review identified seven cohort studies comparing
preimplementation and postimplementation of a policy encouraging single-unit
transfusion strategies. Metaanalysis could not be performed for outcomes given
inconsistencies in reporting. RBC

to 41% across studies.

use decreased by approximately 10

 Implementation of a Single Unit Transfusion policy shows very

efficient in reducing the amount of RBC units transfused for:


STABLE – NOT SIGNIFICANTLY BLEEDING PATIENTS



Potentially reducing health care cost significantly!

How to implement a Single Unit Transfusion Policy?

 Focus on the right patient population!!


Not for unstable – significantly bleeding patients!!

 Find a ’clinical champion’ in each department you want to

implement ‘Single Unit Transfusion Policy’

How to implement a Single Unit Transfusion Policy?

 Use the advantages of EPD:



Passive transfusion guidance



CDS: Clinical Decision Support

The next chapter in patient blood managment: real time clinical decision support
Goodnough, Lawrence Tim et al. American journal of clinical pathology, 2014-12-01, Vol.142 (6), p.741-747

Passive transfusion guidance

The next chapter in patient blood managment: real time clinical decision support
Goodnough, Lawrence Tim et al. American journal of clinical pathology, 2014-12-01, Vol.142 (6), p.741-747

CDS: Clinical decision support

The blood utilization calculator, a target-based electronic decision support algorithm, increases the use of single-unit
transfusion in a large academic medical center
Connor, Joseph P ; Raife, Thomas ; Medow, Joshua E ; Ehlenfeldt, Bradley D ; Sipsma, Kristen
HOBOKEN: WILEY
Transfusion (Philadelphia, Pa.), 2018-07, Vol.58 (7), p.1689-1696

Blood Calculator
calculates # units to transfuse, depending on selected nonsurgical indication
Exampe: 80-kg patient with a pretransfusion Hct level of 19%.
1 unit will achieve the target of 21% (R3 or R4)
2 units would be needed to reach the target Hct of 24% (R5)

How to implement a Single Unit Transfusion Policy?



Use the advantages of EPD:


Passive transfusion guidance



CDS: Clinical Decision Support

 Single unit distribution policy
 (or default Single unit order?)
 Campaign
 Hospital dashboard / individual/department feedback

Yang et al : Single-unit transfusions and hemoglobin trigger: relative impact on red cell utilization:
Transfusion (Philadelphia, Pa.), 2017-05, Vol.57 (5), p.1163-1170

 PBM campaign:


Newsletters in health care magazines



Messages on screen savers promoting single unit transfusion
strategy in stable , non bleeding patients



Sending quarterly “report cards” to all attending physicians
separated by individual departments.



Best practise ‘pop-ups’ with RBC orders



Monthly conference call meetings

To conclude..



Implementing a single-unit RBC transfusion strategy is very efficient in reducing
blood utilization and is safe (when applied to the stable, not significantly bleeding
patient!)



Try to find a ‘clinical champion’ in any department you want to implement Single
Unit Transfusion/PBM



CDS is an efficient tool, passive guidance might be a good start...
 CAVE ‘click/alert fatigue’…



Data are needed to be able to give feed back individually or per department
( dashboard, ..)



Single Unit Transfusion strategy should always be integrated in a global PBM
approach (restrictive transfusion triggers, optimisation of pre-op anemia,
diagnosing treating coagulopathy (POC guided), limiting blood loss, …..



Make your clinicians think of transfusion in terms of targets and not only of
(restrictive) triggers… (the same applies to plasma, platelets, …)

